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About This Game

Animated Puzzles Star is a Jigsaw -style puzzle game with a fun and fascinating twist, animated pictures.

A wonderful pastime, in which beautiful photos are combined with natural motions and effects, giving you a puzzle experience
above the ordinary. The soft animations keep you relaxed, at the same time as it adds a fun and challenging twist to the

gameplay. A unique and joyful game that suits almost any age, from young to old.

A perfect way to unwind and have fun!

Features:

Daily challenges - 2 challenges each day, based on different game modes and goals.

Multiplayer - Challenge friends or random opponents in a fun and turned based puzzle battle.

Workshop - Create puzzles using your own images or animated gifs, keep private or share with others. Workshop
supports puzzles with up to about 800 pieces.

Progress alternatives - Play the puzzles in order, or unlock all puzzles at once.

Levels of difficulty - Each Puzzle has three levels of difficulty. The difficulties will slightly increase as you unlock new
tiers.
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Shapes of Puzzle pieces - Several shapes of puzzle pieces to choose from.

Custom settings - Custom settings for rotation and lock in right place.

Controls - Full support for Steam controller, Xbox360 controller, Keyboard, Mouse and Touch.

Leaderboards & Achievements
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Title: Animated Puzzles
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mexond
Publisher:
Mexond
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Simplified Chinese,Norwegian,Portuguese,Russian,Swedish
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It's a fun take on jigsaw games. The jigsaws usually have a couple of peices which are animated which adds an interesting twist
to the formula. The graphics are nice and the sound track is quite pleasant. Worth the money.. I have found this very relaxing
and the add ons have helped. I'm doing some of the puzzles from the workshop which also run well.. Love this game!!!!!!!!!!!!!
:). Truly wonderful game, I absolutely love it!
The animations, the music, the photos, it's relaxing, fun, challenging.. A perfect combination of everything! Played for several
hours on my PC and no bugs or anything weird so far. I would recommend this game in a heartbeat!. From Spilsbury to
Ravensburger, I used to do a lot of jigsaw puzzles. Heck, I've got a 15,000 piece puzzle sitting here in a box right now. It will
stay there though, as these days, my vision and my cats would both make putting that together well nigh impossible. Perhaps I'll
never get to do another jigsaw puzzle again.

What's that you say? Animated Puzzles is a jigsaw puzzle game that lets you choose the number of pieces in the puzzles, and
also allows you to pan and zoom as you assemble it? Well sign me up!

Actually, I already did get the game, but I guess you knew that since I'm, you know, writing about it now. Despite having lost the
dramatic tension, I'll press on to elucidate the salient points without sesquipedalian obfuscation. Oops,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed that up already. Anwyay.

Animated puzzles offers pretty much everything I would hope for in a jigsaw game. As I mentioned, the pan and zoom ability
does a lot to make the game easier on the eyes, and while the selection of pictures in the game is a bit slim, Steam workshop
support ensures that you can just keep adding pictures of your choice. Heck, upload an old wedding photo and as you assemble
it you can pretend that you are putting back together a failed relationship. The possibilities are endless!

Also worth noting is the animation, since thats what the game is called. The animations in the puzzles are pretty low key. Things
like clouds passing by, or dandelion seeds floating around. It adds a nice touch without causing performance issues.

Finally, if you want a more challenging experience, you can choose different shapes for the pieces, do the daily challenges, or
even go for the leaderboards in time attack. Honestly, this game is so accomodating to however you might like to play, that as
long as you actually want to do jigsaw puzzles in the first place, you can be happy with Animated Puzzles.. Pros: No penguins
Cons: Haven't played it long enough .. maybe the penguins are there :(
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Truly wonderful game, I absolutely love it!
The animations, the music, the photos, it's relaxing, fun, challenging.. A perfect combination of everything! Played for several
hours on my PC and no bugs or anything weird so far. I would recommend this game in a heartbeat!. I love this game! Not only
can you do challenges on your own, you can also play with your friends or random people on steam. The best part is you can
make your own puzzles so it's never ending fun. Everyone should own this imho lol :). I love this game! Not only can you do
challenges on your own, you can also play with your friends or random people on steam. The best part is you can make your own
puzzles so it's never ending fun. Everyone should own this imho lol :). It's a fun take on jigsaw games. The jigsaws usually have
a couple of peices which are animated which adds an interesting twist to the formula. The graphics are nice and the sound track
is quite pleasant. Worth the money.. Hello! This game is wonderful, I highly recommend this! It is very fun, relaxing and overall
I give it two big thumbs up! I did a "Let's Play" on my channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OePMnFQzmrM

Thank You,
Matthew
KrazyCries. Hmmm... good game in all, but it should have have the ability to store workshop puzzle so i can play them offline...
Other than that good game.
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